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Abstract
We construct a Fourier transform for Arakelov Chow groups of arithmetic
abelian schemes and prove its basic properties which are analogous to those
in the classical Chow group setting. We show that the arithmetic Chow
groups do not possess such a transform. As applications we rederive some
previous results on canonical heights, obtain a global Bost formula for inter-
section numbers and also show the existence of a Lefschetz decomposition for
Arakelov Chow groups. We compare our transform to the Nahm transform
and show that their difference is a degree 4 form which is generally not zero.
We establish a numerical criteria for lifting eigenvectors of operators pre-
serving harmonic forms from the classical Chow group to the Arakelov Chow
group. We give three examples, the first that of abelian varieties allowes us
to recapture some of our previous results, the second that of Poo viewed as
a relative infinite symmetric product of P1 allowes us to establish a Fourier
transform theory for the Arakelov Chow groups of that space and the third
that of Kuga-Sato varieties produces some eigenvectors for Hecke correspon-
dences which might be usefull for producing interesting height functions.
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1 Introduction
Our ain purpose in this thesis is to study the Arakelov Chow groups of
arithmetic abelian schemes and other spaces with Symmetries. The main
algebraic tool for studying the classical Chow groups of abelian schemes has
been the geometric Fourier transform. This transform was first introduced
by Mukai [Mu] who gave a transform between the derived category of coher-
ent sheaves on an abelian variety over a field k and the same category for the
dual abelian variety. This transform had some very nice properties (to be
listed later similar to those possessed by the classical Fourier transform hence
the name. In [Bel,2] Beauville introduced a similar construction (compatible
by Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch to Mukai's) for the rational Chow groups of
an abelian variety and in [Be2] he used the construction to give a spectral
filtration on the Chow groups of an abelian variety which conjecturally is
an example of the conjectured Beilinson-Bloch filtration. in [D-M] Deninger
and Murre extended his results to the context of an abelian scheme over a
quasi projective connected scheme over a field. In [K1,2) Kdennernann used
the above results to provide a Lefshcetz theorem for the spectral decomposi-
tion of the Chow groups. Finally in [K-VJ Kimura and Vistoli extended the
Fourier transform to infinite symmetric products of curves and provided a
conjectural spectral decomposition for the infinite Symmetric product of any
smooth scheme over a field. It was asked in [G-S21 (question raised by Bloch,
Gillet, Soul6, Deninger Kiiennemann whether one can construct a similar
Fourier transform with the properties shared by the above ones for the ratio-
nal Arakelov Chow groups (or more generally the rational arithmetic Chow
groups) of an abelian scheme over the integer ring of a number field. One of
our main goals is to give such a construction for the rational Arakelov Chow
groups. In addition we will show the existence of a rather trivial obstruction
to the construction in the arithmetic Chow group case. By using a lemma
which is proved in the contruction we show that all the appllications of the
Fourier transform to to the study of classical Chow groups still hold in this
context. We also show that a global Bost formula formally follows from the
Fourier transform and then give a more precise criterion for the existence
of such formulas. In G-S21 the Nahm transform for certain vector bundles
with certain hermitian metrics on abelian surfaces is mentioned. We shall
look at the relation (or lack of it) between these two transforms. Finally we
look at the problem of constructing canonical elements in Arakelov theory.
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We prove a lifting theorem for eigenvectors of nice operators and use it to
provide a spectral theory for the infinite projective space viewed as the in-
finite symmetric product of the projective line. This seems to be the only
case whe 're one can generalize the work of Kimura and Vistoli. We also give
an example related to Hecke correspondences.
Theorem was obtained at about the same time independently by K.Kuenneman
(except the inversion formula which he proved later) He used it to give a
conditional proof of some standard conjectures (see G-S4] [Ku3J) for arith-
metic abelian schemes. Later L.Weng also announced independently a proof
of theorem .
2 Background
All the material in this section is due to CSoule and H.Gillet for more details
one should look at [G-Sl] and also [G-S21.
Arakelov Chow groups: Let S=Spec(A) denote an arithmetic ring (see
[G-Sl] for a general definition) For the purposes of this section it means
that A = Ok, the spectrum of the ring of integers of a number field k or a
localization of such a ring, together with the set of embeddings o : k - C
Definition: An arithmetic variety X is a nonsingular projective scheme X/S
such that Xk is smooth.
if X is an arithmetic variety then
X (C) X (C)
a:k-C
We endow X(C) with a KRhIer metric = w, I in a way which is compatible
with the conjugation action on X(C). Let Z(X) denote the group of cycles
on X.
For any cycle y E Z(X(C)) denote by H(y) the harmonic representative of
the cohomology class of b,,.
For a current a E D(X(C)) we denote by H(a) the projection of a onto the
harmonic forms with respect to the kihler metric w.
Definition: The Arakelov Chow group of Xw) denoted CH(X) is the group
of equivalence classes generated by pairs (y, g) , E ZP(X)
g E D(X(C))P-"P-1 (the space of real (p-lp-1) currents on X) which satisfyR
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the condition
by,-. - H6u-)
I
where y is the part of y at oo (oc will henceforth be omitted), subject to
the relations:
1) (0"9 + v)
2) div(f), loglf 1) for f E K(y) y C X of codimension p-1.
Definition: The arithmetic Chow group of X which will be denoted CH(X)
is defined as above replacing the condition on i9ag by
009
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where is any smooth form.
We also define (g) = 
The arithmetic chow group forms a commutative ring Linder an intersection
product
CH'(X) x V(X) , CH"'(X)
which is defined by the following formal" formula
(YI, 1) * (Y2,92 = YO2, 6I92 1W(92))
As one can notice from this formula the Arakelov Chow group is generally not
a ring under this product since the product of two harmonic forms is generally
not harmonic. In all the cases we shall consider, the Arakelov Chow group
will be closed under the intersection product, or at least harmonic forms will
be sent to harmonic forms by the morphisms under discussion.
In case p + q = dim X = dim Xk) I = n I and A = Ok one can compose
the intersection product with the structure degree maps
C
, Hn+1 (X) - CH(S) - W(spec(Z) = R
to get an intersection pairing. We shall denote the class of a pair (yg by
[(yg)] and by [y] the class of y in CH(A).
Remark:[G-Sl] uses instead of but it does not matter for our purposes.2r'' 'T i
We need the following 3 facts([G-S 12]):
Fact 1: The Arakelov Chow group sits in an exact sequence
HP-1,P-'(X) --+ CHP(X) CHP(X) -- 0
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where HP-'-P-'(X) denotes (p-lp-1) harmonic forms :a(q = q)] and
((Y, = [] 
If p = I then ker(a) = i-() where OZ --+ H' sends a unit h to the
locally constant function whose value on X is fX, loglhlw.
Fact 2 Let AB be abelian schemes with invariant Mililer metrics at the
infinite places and let f A -* B be a homomorphism. Then CH(A is
closed under intersections, f*(CH(13_)) CH(A) and if f is smooth over k
f.(CH(A)) CH(B)
Fact 3 If y E ZP(X) then there is a unique (up to Im,9 + Ima) current
which will be denoted g. such that (y, g,) E CH(A) and H (g,) =0.
We want to consider abelian schemes over S, i.e. abelian varieties Ak with
good reduction everywhere. In this case, by theorems of Mumford and Ray-
naud about the representability of the Picard functor, one can attach to A
a dual abelian scheme and a normalized Poincar6 bundle Si in a functo-
rial fashion [Ch-Fa.,pg 1-51. Endow A,(C) , A,(C) and their products with
invariant K5h1er metrics .
By abuse of notation we shall denote the volume form on all these spaces by
Denote by [n] the multiplication by n E Z operation on A.
Let eA:S -- A denote the zero section.
m A x A A denote the multiplication operation.
Define for x, y E CH(A) the Pontrjagin product by the formula x * y
m.(pl*x p*y) where pi i=1,2 denote the projections p A x A - A.
Let g:=dim(A/S).
For an integrable top degree current h we shall denote by f.4 h the locally
constant function on A(C) whose value on A,(C) is f h,.A,
All Chow groups are with rational coefficients, all products are
ove r S.
3 Arakelov Fourier transform
In this section we will define an Arakelov Fourier transform between CH(A)
and CH(A) and prove its basic properties. In order to define the transform
and obtain some of its properties one has to show the existence of a lifting
of the Poincar6 line bundle to an element I E CH(A x A) which satisfies
(Id x n*[ = nf. We shall give three proofs of this fact, two of them in this
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section. Then in order to prove all other properties one proves an existence
and uniqueness lemma for liftings of certain eigenvectors of the multiplication
by n operations that allows one to transfer the proofs from t-he classical case.
Lemma Let E Z(A x A) be such that (Id x [n])'y = ny in CH'(A x A)
and let f E K*(A) be such that div(f, = ny - (Id x [nl)*y. Then in
CH1(A x A) we have
(Id x [nj)*[(ygy) = n[(ygy)] + a( A x A10glf-I - W))
Proof: Since the kahler metric is invariant we have for any current a E
D(A x A)
H (a) I (ct) dt, (t)
A At
where i* denotes the map on currents induced by the shift by t E A x A oper-
ation and dv denotes Haar measure. Harmonic means translation invariant.
By fact 2 [((id x [nl)*y, (Id x [n])*gy] E CH' (A x A). We also have
(Id x [nl)'gy = gy (Id x [n]). = n2g gy W =0
xA xA xA
the last equality by the definition of gy. So (Id x [nl)*gy = (ldx[-])'y We
also know by the assumptions that
ny - (Id x [n])'y = div(f,,)
and so by the Poincar6 Lelong formula (see [G-S11)
1 -
-- i9O(9Idx[n1)-y + 0glf-1) 6-Y - H(ny)
TZ
so
9ny = (ldx[nl)-*y + 1091M H(logjf.)
Since [(div(fn), log1f,,j) = and obviously gy = ngy we have our result.
Remark: The lemma still holds for a smooth endomorphism on an abelian
scheme A under the analogous assumptions.
Remark: The same proof as above actually proves the following:
Lemma V Let f A be a homomorphism smooth over k, of abelian
schemes. Then for E ZP(B) f * [(y, gy) = [(f * y, gf y)] and similarity for f*.
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Lemma 2 Let A be an automorphism of which commit uith a homo-
morphism and let E Z(A x A) be such that A*(y = -y (as cycles) and
p*[y = n[y] let f E K*(B) be such that d1v(f = py - ny. Then
a( AxA 'og'f,"l 0
Proof: Since A = A we have
A*(ny - p*y = -(p*y - ny)
hence in the notation of lemma I
A*(div(f) = dzv(f = d1v(f)-1
Since A acts trivially on the top dimensional cohomology AW) W and
therefore I
",(A-loglf 1) W logi I La
But also
A*(1ogjf 1 = loglf I loglhl
where h is invertible and hence is defined by a unit in Ok. Therefore
2a( logIf I w = a( logjhj -w = a(loglhl = 
the last equality by fact 2.
Remark: Lemma 2 explicitly identifies eigenvectors for certain operators.
For the Poincar6 bundle see the corollary below. Other examples are anti
symmetric bundles L such that n*L = nL or elements in higher codimension
which are antisymmetric, and are divisors of an abelian subvariety of A.
We view the normalized Poincar6 bundle as an element of CH1(A x A).
By functoriality (Id x [11)* = -p and therefore we can represent 2P by a
cycle p E Z'(A x A) which is antisymmetric with respect to Id x [-I].
Corollary Let P, ' E CH(A x A) = p, g,)I,) = [(p,, gp,)l where p, p'
represent 2p and are antisymmetric as cycles with respect to A = Id x [1].
Then = 3i and (Id x n)*(fi = nfi
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Proof: For the first assertion look at f such that dIv(f) = p - p . div(f)
satisfies the cvcIe condition of lemma 2 since p and p do, and therefore
logif I = gdt,(f SO
[(pgp) = [(pgp)]+[(dIv(f),1ogjfj) = [(pgp)]+[(dIv(f),gdz',,(f)) = (P',gpl)l
The second assertion follows from lemmas I and 2.
Let p be as in corollary set 1:= 112[(pgp)]
Definition: We define the Fourier transform P : CH(A)
the map given by the correspondence efined y the cycle
+ 1 + E C H (A x A)
using the standard formula
F(x = P2-(p7(x) c
--+ CH(A) to be
Theorem as defined above satisfies
A) F( = (_I)9e-GS)'9(-1)9e-(15))1
sponding to the total pace i CH'(,')
total space as a ccle.
B) (inversion fortnula)
the following roperties:
Where Ix denotes the class corre-
for a pace X and Ix denotes the
F o F I)-q
as correspondenceswhere [[-,]] is the graph of [-I] and F is the transform
for A.
C) F is functorial i.e. if f A B is an 1sogeny then we have the
following identity:
1.) PAo [rf = [rf] o PB where r denotes the tanspose of r.
and more generally fo a 8inooth over k homomorphism fwf-: have
2) IB 0 [ r f[T I 4
D) Let E CHP(A) and P(x) y, where Yq E CHq(.4). Then
[n]*(Yq = n-q-P'qYq for all nE Z.
As a, corollary of the above poperties we also have:
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E) (eigen8pace d . on)econipositz
S=P,
CHP(A) CHP(A)S
S=P11
where p=-mIn(_9pp+1 , p=max(p-g,2p-2g) and
CH,,(A):={ XE CHP(A)j[n]*(x = nP-'xVn E ZI.
F) (Isomorphism of Chow and pontr)agin ring structures)
1) F(x * y) F(x) F(y)
2) _P(X. y) (_1)_q(P(X * r(y)).
G) (Compatibility with the Intensection product) If x CHP(A ad y ES
CHr-P+'(A) then < xy >= wiless i- + s 2 inoreoterx y = uless
r + s = 
Proof: Define F : CH(A) - CH(A) to be the map given by the correspon-
dence defined by el E CH(A x A). Then using the methods of [D-NII and
[Kil] one sees that after replacing by F and CH(A) by CH(A) all the
statements in the theorem hold.
Statement D follows from corollar b the argument in [D-Nil] prop 26
(or [Be2]). Denote 04 = e4-(S)-
Lemma 3 (analog of emma 28 n [D-Af]) nP(W = (-I)g[(0.jg0 -
where z E E),,6p CHq(A)
Proof: We know that F1,4 = (-1)90A and that the part Of POA lying in
C H9 (A) is an eigenvector for [n].. 0,4, go,,)] is an eigenvector by lemma 
and [n] therefore the lemma follows from:
-OA = OA,
Lemma 4 If y E CHP (A) m  2 then there s a unique E CH(A) whichM
maps to y under and E CHP (A).M
Proof: Since our Fourier transform satisfies F o o P and F i surjective,
property D proves the existence. To prove uniqueness we use the exact
sequence from fact 1. Suppose y, y' are 2 elements with the above property.
Then
(P-1'P-0)y'E CHP (A) n a(H
but for any Z E H(P-1,P-') i.e any harmonic form representing some cohomol-
ogy class cl(z) , [n]%- is harmonic and represents [nj'(cl(Z) = n 2p-2 cl(Z so
[n]*(a(z)) = n 2p-2 a(.:). Therefore m=2 a contradiction.
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Lemma FoF(y = (-1)-q(-1)'y+-: ahere y E CHP(A) and E EDqop CHq(.4)
(the analog of [D-11] ernnia 29).
Proof: (As in [Be] or [D-,%1j) Define A x x A -+ 4 x A b (a, a, a')
(a a', a) and A x 4 -+ . x . by (a. t) (ei, a). Then e want to show
that
P;2(t) + :3(S'([))
in CHI(A x A x A). This is known on the level of CH'(A xA x A) (theorem
of the cube) and now e ie lemma and a variant of corollary I with
Id x [-I] x Id nstead of x[-t] to get the statement. Then we ise a c cle
level equality and lemnia to et
0 P13-(C!'(F)) M'Pl-(er)
where p, A x A. ow
171'Pj*(C
by definition, and by temrna:3
M'F(1.4) 1)'[(0.4, 90.,) + WMF-11, 9[r-,])] +
where E (Dq,6_ (Hq(,4) and so E (qOg CHq(A x A). o conclude the
lemma we have to show that as correspondences on CH(A) [r-,,g,_,) =
[- 1]*. By [G-S11 we have [(A, ga) = Id where A is the diagonal, now apply
[-l]* to both sides to get the lemma.
Property C of the theorem follows by combining the argument of [D-M]
proposition 211 , lemnia-3 for I and the functoriality properties of lemma 1'.
Property F follows froni C formally. The only point to note is that F4'A(X X
y = FA W XF4(y) which followes from lemma 3 by decomposing xv into
eigenvectors with respect to nj and looking at the resulting eigenvectors with
respect to Id x [n ad [in] x Id.
A, and E follow from what e have shown so far (without the use of F in
a purely formal fashion involving basically only the grading on CH(A) (see
[Bel,2] [D-M] and [Ktill for etails).
To prove G we note he fornittla
< n.r.y > = < x, n. y >
1)
(see G-SI). Now the first statement of G follows from a smple nmerical
calculation. To rove the second statement Nve note that
Z3+1(,4 = Hg'-q(A)R(Z-9+1(A)
Now a(H9-1 E CH+'(A) by a theorem of Bloch [Be2j also proved by2
Kuennemann [Ku2]) CH'(AF,, = CHj(AF,,) for all finite places v. Therefore
by compatibility of the Fourier transform for A and A, and the shift b one
in codimension one has that CH9+'(A = CH2-+'(A). As in [G-S4] one can
show easily using ato and Saito's theorem that CH9+1(,4) (see [K-SI is
finite that actually CH3+'(.4 = m(a).
Remark: Even when one considers Ak (no assumptions on reduction) and re-
places < > by < >h which is the height pairing on homologicall euivalent
to zero cycles, the first statement of G is still trite with the same proof.
We shall briefly present another proof of the theorem (essentially this proof
has been independently found by K.Kuennemann, see [ku3]). To obtain the
preferred lifting of one uses a theorem of Faltings which states that there
exists a unique hermitian metric with harmonic curvature on a rigidified line
bundle L (i.e. a line bundle with an isomorphism e*(L) -+ Os) which turns
the isomorphism of the cube (which holds for rigidified bundles)
L-' L -' Pj'L p: L 0, p* L = 04
PI 23LO P*2L-1 07 P13 0 P23 3
into an isometry (OA with the trivial metric). It is then easy to show that
with this metric is an eigenvector for [n] on A x A and then by another easy
argument for Id x [n]. To complete the proof one notices that we can replace
lemma 2 by lemma 3 in our arguments (see also section 53 later on).
Now let us turn to the nonexistence of the Fourier transform for the arith-
metic Chow group of A (see [G-S I). We also refer the reader to [G-S4] for a
definition and discussion of arithmetic correspondences.
Proposition 1: There exists no arithmetic correspondence AF : CH(A)
C"H(A) satisfying properties and F of theorem L
Proof: If AF did exist then CH(A) would have had a unit z for the Pon-
trjagin product since the intersection product has a unit and AF is a ring
isomorphism by properties and F. Denote by m- the operation
(a, b) m4 a - b
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We want to show that rn' (:) acts as the identity correspondence. \Ve ave
for all y E CH(A)
Y n7 (P7 P2 Y)
= pi (7711 : ; Y)
the last equality since n7 = p a where a A x A A x A is given by (a, b)
(a + b, b) and n?. = 'pl. In the case of arithmetic intersection theorv the
identity correspondence is not represented by a cycle in the product (see [G-
SI] ) ad therefore not of the form rn' (z) for any cycle z so it has no unit
for the Pontrjagin product.
Remark: one can replace property F i the aove proposition with property
C and the property
AFA..4(,I x y .4F.4(x) x AFAW
This follows fro te proof of property F sing and C.
Remark f we elieve motivic theorv then on the level of CH(A) e have
for horizontal cycles only CHO'(A) and CH'(A). CH.2(A) consists of finite
divisors which are not homologically equivalent to zero.In tat case we see
that any horizontal x E CHf(A) has a nique lifting to t E CHI(A x EkCHP(A) if it is homologically equivalent to zero on eer fiber and tat the
1 Y
harmonic forms play exactly the role of vertical cycles at infinity.
Remark: The Fourier transform described above is bv fact I an extension
of the Fourier transform on CH(A) by the one on colomology escribed in
[Bel].
4 Generalizations and variants
The following are examples of other situations where one can apply the
Arakelov Fourier transform.
A) Suppose (Xwx) is an arithmetic ariety. One can define the Arakelov
Fourier transform of X x A, viewed as an abelian scheme over X with Kahler
metric wX + AA, to be the correspondence given by the cycle p(J) where p
is the projection X x A x A A x A. Although CH(X x A) is not a ring
one can see from the structure of the correspondence and the structure of
harmonic forms that the transform sends CH(X x A) to CH(X x A Also
since the homomorphisms used in lemma 2 behave nicely with respect to
harmonic forms all te theory still holds.
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B) Suppose 'Aw) is air abelian scheine with a ahler metric Sch that
multiplication by n preserves harmonic forms. One notices that in such a
case te proofs of lemmas I and 2 still hold. Therefore we get an element
which satisfies n' = nt. This formally gives property D). Property C) also
follows for homomorphisms sending harmonic forms to harmonic forms. The
existence part of lemma 4 still holds. An example of such a situation is given
by Kuga-Sato varieties which are described in section 7.
C) Another case is obtained by letting = spec(C). In this case A is any
complex abelian variety and the correspondence is uniquely defined by I since
0.0
_p : C --+ HR is surjective. i.e. I as a unique lifting to I CH(,A A.
D) One can define the FOUrie tansform on the arithmetic Ko group to be
given by the formula
Fp (( VI h 3 = p2. pl (11, h, S,3)
where denotes the Poincar bndle with the nique hermitian metric (up
to scalar) whose curvature is harmonic. Since the tangent bundle to A is
trivial an application of the arithmetic Riemann Roch formula shows that
the transform for Chow goups and the transform for groups are compatible
under h ie. Fkch = AF.
This construction can also be applied to the case of good reduction every-
where (here the metric is scaled so as to give I of section 3 y and the
Riemann-Roch theorem gives one commutativity in this case as well. Since
by [G-S31 the Chern caracter is an isomorphism. one sees that F is given
by a projection onto the inverse image of the Arakelov Chow group which
we may call the Arakelov K group.
5 Applications
We shall now present a fw applications although the first two do not require
the Fourier transform foi- their proof.
l) Global Bost formula:
Denote by<, > CHP(A x C H9-P+1 (A) --+ R the intersection pairing on
CH(A) (see [G-Sl] for efinition). The Fourier transform implies the follow-
ing formula which is a global form of the formula which was proved by Bost
[Boll for the height pairing at infinity (see also question at the end of [Boll):
is
Theorem 2 For x E CHP(A), y E CM-P-"A w hate
< Y >=< X * (1)*Y,[(0.4,90A) >
Proof: For simplicity we shall assume that A is principally polarized i.e
A = A. In that case, bv lemma 2 and the fact that Id x n and n x Id
commute, is smmetric so P AVe have, using theorem ,
< X Y >
< (- )g x. Y >
1) < P*. >
l < ,(_ *.1% P >
(-1)- < P(-1)'X PY 14 >
Ug < *((- WX * Y), r*[(OA, 90.J >
Og < P*((- UYX * Y), P-[(0.4 90,) >
(-1)g < P*P*((-1)*X * Y), [(OA,90A) >
(- Og (- Og < X (- WY, [0.4, 0 >
In general we first notice that it is enough to prove the theorem after a change
in the ground field since both sides of the equation are invariant under such
change. Now one looks at an isogeny f A - A equivalent by Neron
model theorv to an isogeny P : Ak -+ Ak and using the functoriality of the
transform reduces the computation to the previous case.
Remark: Actuallv in a fashion similar to Bost's original proof one can show
that the existence of a unit for the Pontrjagin product implies the formula
(basically by the argument in proposition and the projection formula). On
the other hand if the intersection pairing is nondegenerate (for a discussion
of the case of arithmetic Chow groups see [G-S21 ) one can show that a
formula of the type < xy >=< x * -I)'y, t > implies that z is a unit
for the Pontrjagin product and therefore under that assumption arithmetic
intersection theory does not satisfy a formula of that tpe.
2)Theory of heights:
The construction and proof of properties using lemma 2 of the Fourier trans-
form did not require Faltings' theorem. As a result one obtains from lemma
3 a new proof of the existence of Neron-Tate Heights which are adratic (or
19
linear if L is antisymmetric). We may take the self intersection of these ele-
ments to produce canonical heights for cycles of any dimension, This produces
the heights of Philippon in the case of good reduction (see also [B-G-SI).
Remark: Even without good reduction one should still be able to produce
canonical heights by normalizing these eigenvectors and using moving lemmas
for divisors.
Now let d be an element in CHO'(A). Such elements come from liftings of
symmetric ample line bundles rigidified along the zero section of (i.e come
with an isomorphism e*d = Os ). These line bndles give rise to morphisms
D A A Define v(D) to be te square root of the degree. e still denote
by d its canonical lifting to CH(A)
We have the following properties of these canonical elements
A) d9+1 = 
This is true since 13+1 ha-s eigenva-lue 0(-q+1) and therefore elongs to CH9+1
0 
d- = v(d)g!(Ogo)
This is true since it was proved after applying by Beauville [Bel] (see also
[Kull , [Ku3]) and since both the right and left hand side belong to CHg(A).
Remark: These properties become characterizations (i.e niqueness) if we
assume the conjecture HPP = 1777.(P) ])?'777(C1) of Beilinson. This will follow
from 3 below.
3) Lefschetz theory (see also [K0])
In [Kti2] Kuennemann uses the Fourier transform to give a Lefschetz decom-
position for CH(A). Using Lemma 3 one can lift all his arguments to the
context of Arakelov Chow groups. In order not to be overly repetitive I shall
only highlight some of the main definitions and formula. We shall see that
in all these cases both sides are in CHO'(A) (sometimes one has to check the
proof to establish this). First let us define CHP, to consist of those elements
x E CHP(A x A) satisfying (Id x n)'x = nx and (m x Id)'x = nk x. From
the inversion formula ad property C) one sees with the help of lemma 3 that
Id
(-l)-q[-lj*f4 o F-4
0 (E iA)
'4 0 PAg-i
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=E T .
where by property C) and the above formula 7, E "?2g-t. and ri are mutu-
ally orthogonal projections onto CH'.
Let d be as in 2 above Define
d9-1
C v(d)(g - )!
obviously c E CHO'-' We define the Lefschetz operator L : CH(A)
CH(A) by the formula L(x = d x and the operator A by A(x = c * x.
Kuenneman shows that after applying these operators satisfy the Kahler-
Lefschetz commutation relations i.e.
[A, L = I>
By composing both sides with ri and again using the spectral decomposition
via the 7ri one sees that both sides are equal in CH(A x A) and hence as
operators. From these identities one obtains a Lefschetz decomposition and
Corollary: the operator 9-8 gives an isomorphism between CH2g- (A) and
CHP+g-'s
2g-a
Remark: in u3J Kuennemann shows (by reduction to the above corollary
that assuming some motivic conjectures the Lefschetz conjectures of G-S4]
hold for the whole arithmetic Chow group of the abelian scheme.
6 The Fourier and Nahm transforms
See [D-K] for a detailed account of the Nahm transform.
In [G-S41 The Nahm transform is mentioned as possibly related to the arith-
metic Fourier transform. This transform is defined for asd (anti self dual
connections) on stable vector bundles over a complex abelian surface A. We
shall now Briefly describe this transform. Let pi denote the projection of
A x A Endow with the unique metric (up to multiplication by a scalar)
whose induced curvature is harmonic. Let (Vh) be a metrized stable vector
bundle which induces an asd connection. We shall say that (Vh) is WFF
(without flat factors) if V has no direct summand which is flat with respect
to the connection and isomorphic, to L, (the flat line bundle corresponding
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to the point z E A) If (Vh) is WFF then R' P2(P;V X P = for i=0,2 
For a WFF (Vh) we define N(V 'h) to be given by the pair (', ) where
f = RP2(Pl V x g) and is the L2 metric induced on the pushforward by
the theory of harmonic forms.
Remark: A change by scaling the metric on translates to a scaling of the
h metric which does not affect the connection.
The main theorem regarding the Nahm transform is the following:
Theorem A: N is an isomorphism between WFF ASD connections on
bundles over A and WFF ASD connections on bundles over A.
Remark: There is a metric on the moduli space of stable vector bundles
which turns N into an isometry.
One can try to compare this to the Arakelov Fourier transform by viewing
(Vh) as an element in arithmetic K theory, and applying F (see section
3) to it. Basically by definition T = Fi - N is the analytic torsion of
pi(V, h) x for the map P2. Let us look at ch(T)
Claim: A(T)o i.e. the degree part is zero (i.e. the Quillen metric is
constant.
Proof: Both transforms are compatible with Mukai's if we forget the metric so
((T = 0. Now As remarked in section 3 A(Fj<(V, h)) is harmonic. On the
other hand since h) is ASD chi r, h) is harmonic and by compatibility
of cl = chi with we see that A(T)0 = and therefore is constant.
Finally as remarked in section 3 constant functions are zero in CH(A).
Unfortunately A(T)2 is generally not zero. Indeed as V approaches the
boundary of the moduli space of stable bundles by having nearly flat sections,
h becomes concentrated around some points and so ch2(V, h) is not harmonic.
Remark: The first claim is complemented by the following claim due to Bost
[Bo2j
Claim: If dim(A > I then the analytic torsion for is constant.
Sketch of proof: Note that det(R*P2(P) = OA One can show that the
analytic torsion is a function with a pole only at with zero curvature. But
since is of codimension at least two that implies that our function has no
poles and hence is constant.
In [C-S]. Call and Silverman prove the following generalization of Tate's the-
orem on canonical heights.
Theorem B: Let T : X -- X be a morphism of a smooth variety X defined
over a number field k into itself.suppose L is a line bundle which satisfies
T*(L = AL in PIC(X) R for A real JAI > 1. Then there exists a unique
height function hL on the points of X which is a height function for L and
satisfies 4(T(p) = AhL(P)-
Suppose we extend X to a regular model over and suppose that T also
extends. If L is a. line bundle stich tat T'L = AL e can ask for a canonical
lifting of L to E CH(X) which still satisfies T(L = Ai. such an ele-
ment will give rise to the canonical height ia intersection theory. In general
the cannonical eights do not come from such elements because T oes not
preserve any nice metrics. However we have the following:
Theorem 3 Let (X,,.u) be an arithmetic variety and let T : X -- X be
a correspondence such that T' sends harmonic forms to harmonic forms.let
E C.HP(A) be such that Ty = Ay with A real and JAI > 1. Let be
a ring containing A. Further denote by Aq the maximal eigenvalue for the
action f T' on H", then if JAI > JAp-11 we can lift y uniquely to an elementR
E CH(X)B sch that T'(9 = Aq.
Proof: Let 9- 2 be two liftings of v, then their difference z is in HP-',P-1.
Choose a euclidean norm 11 11 on that space. By assumption Nve have
III/AT-(yj - I/AT-(ff2)11
= JJ1/AT*-dJ < Apj/AJJZJJ
Now we see that using the usual telescoping argument the sequence
I/A nT*(go) converges to an element which does not depend on yo. This
proves existence and uniqueness.
Corollar : If X and T satisfv the theorem's assumptions and L is a line
bundle with JAI > I L lifts to an L satisfying T*L = AL
Proof: It is enough to show that regardless of T Ao = 1. But Ho consists of
locally constant functions.
Examples:
1) Abelian schemes: As usual any T is a candidate. If we choose T = Id x [n]
on A x A and the Poincar6 bundle (A = n) we get a third proof of the
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7 Canonical elements
existence of the canonical lifting. If we choose T=[n] we get a lifting for any
element inCHP(A were < 2 Again by moti'vic theorv that covers any
horizontal element.
In the next example we shall assume for simplicity of notation that 
spee(Z).
2) P: In this example we shall use pushforward maps for injections (see
[G-Sl] and [Ku3j). These are defined as follows.let i be an injection of X
into Y. Let (y, gy) be an element in the arithmetic Chow group. We send it
to (1.ygi.,y) such that gi,) is harmonic and H(g,., = H(g) For the maps
we will consider these pushforwards are functorial and obey the projection
formula (see ti3]).
Let us look at PO"v+') for all natural N. Equip CN+1 with standard her-s
mitian metrics which are naturally compatible. Let 'IN : pN --- * pN+ 1 denote
the standard embedding, Then we can form the direct limit space of the pN
and call it P---. '"le attach two Arakelov Chow groups to P'. The first
graded by codimension consists of the inverse limit under the maps IN of el-
ements in CHP(pN). It will be called the Chow cohomology group. Since 
'N
is a ring homomorphism component wise intersection defines an intersection
product on CH'(P'). The second hich will be called the Chow homology
group will be graded by dimension and will consist of the direct limit under
i. of CHN-p(TV . We also have on P-- multiplication by N maps which are
given by viewing pIN as the N-th smmetric product of P' and taking the di-
agonal map which over the fibers of P has the form x - (x, .. .... x). These
are compatible with the standard inclusions. More generally bv viewing P'
and P as the k-th and 1-th symmetric product of P we obtain an additive
structure by sending (XI, ... Xk),(Yl, ... ' YI) to (Xi'-i Xk This in-
duces an action on P- which we shall denote by m : P x P:'- - P We
can now define a Pontrjagin product on the Chow homology by the usual
formula.
Our choice of the standard embeddings corresponds to the choice of a point
: S -- P which in our case is the point at infinity CN+1
There is a standard element in CH'(P-) . The metric on induces
a natural metric on OMN such that its dual on 1) is nduced by the
inclusion into 7rON+l where r : P - S. We shall denote MN Wit this
metric by 6i). It can e seen that these 61)N are compatible under the Z''
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operations. Since taking Chern classes commutes with pullbacks 6(1)N),
which will still be denoted 6) forms an element in CHI(P-) . Also har-
monic forms such as w k are compatible under 1 and so one can see that the
k(poo) . (1)))kgeneral element of CH is of the form a1(0 + bw' where ab are
independent of k.
One can indeed check that these elements are closed under intersection.
Given an element in g E U(k + 1) it induces an action on pk X ... X pk by
N
(Xi, XN) - WXI), 9(XN)). This action commutes with the action of the
permutation group "'N and preserves im(N). Therefore N* sends harmonic
forms to harmonic forms. In [K-V] it is shown that N*(0(1) = N(1)
Therefore we may apply theorem 3 to this situation and get a unique element
- 1 -0(l) E CH P-) which satisfies N*(O(I) = N0(1)
Remark: Compatibility of (l) with 1 follows from the construction in
theorem 3 If we did not require compatibility with the element would
not have been unique.
We also have a cup product
CHP(P-) x CHq(P-) - CHqp(P-)
given by componentwise intersection. It is compatible with Z'N* by the pro-
jection formula which holds in this case since the product of harmonic forms
is harmonic.
As in the case of abehan schemes we see using the projection formula that
the Pontrjagin product has a unit denoted p which is the element obtained
from iterating i. starting with the element [SI E CHO(S = CHo(PO) .
Let us define L to be the unique element satisfying (i) L It is unique
since a(w N-2)C(1) = a JN-1).
We define the following element in the inverse system of CH*(pN X pN)
with respect to N, iN)*
F = EXP(p1(0(1))p2*(0(1)))
One can easily show that F caries CH*(P-) to CH*(P-). We now have
the following theorem which generalizes the Fourier transform for Poo of
[K-V] (for classical Chow groups this is the most trivial case of the Fourier
transform of infinite symmetric products of curves):
Theorem 4 The correspondence F satisfies the following properties:
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A) F sends L to 0(i)
B) F induces a bijection
C) F sends Pontrjagin product to intersection product.
D F sends N. to N' 
E) The image of the k-th part of the expansion of EXP has eigenvalue N'
for N*.
F F has an inverse in the direct limit CH.(P- x P-) given by
F = EXP(L x L)
Sketch of proof: The proof is basically the same as the proof in JK-V of
the same result (theorems 312,3.17) although simplified (because we are
only dealing with the projective line). One starts by showing that 6(1 is
a derivation. This follows formallv from the identity m'0(1 = p0(1) +
p20(l) which still holds by theorem 3 since both sides are eigenvectors. The
derivation property implies that 0(l) U p = since is the identity of the
Pontrjagin product. This in turn easily implies property A. C, D, E and
F use theorem 3 in a similar way to lift the equalities which appear in the
proofs of K-VI. Property can be shown directly but follows from F.
Remark: Finally let us note that for our choice of p 0(l = 6l). This is
shown by using the fact that we have mentioned that 0(i) u p = but this
product is exactly the height of p which in our case is indeed with respect
to 0(l). In general the height of p controls the situation giving us some sort
of torsor which depends on more then geometric data.
3) Hecke correspondences: Hecke correspondences on complete smooth va-
rieties send harmonic forms to harmonic forms and thus are candidates for
an application of theorem 3 We shall give here one example where we can
find an eigenvalue satisfying the conditions of the theorem. We hall con-
sider a special type of uga-Sato varieties which was considered by Kuga
and Shimura. In general uga-Sato varieties are complete smooth abelian
schemes together with a canonical Kahler metric.They are attached to rep-
resentations of a real Lie group G with certain integrality conditions with
respect to a lattice . In the case we shall consider G = SL2(R) IF will be
a Fuchsian group isomorphic to the units of an indefinite quaternion algebra
whose quotient is compact. More precisely F will be the units of a maxi-
mal order in N12(R) such that -y QId is a division algebra (that guarantees
cocompactness). More generally for an integer b define Fb to be the set of
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units such that - is divisible by b in the order. We fix b and denote
rb byrWe take k copies of A2(R) and denote it by F. We also take the
lattice of k copies of the order which will be denoted by L. Now we define
V = G xp/rx L. This is almost our variety. One still has to make some
changes to define a good complex structure in this case see [Kug] for de-
tails). V is defined over Q. It is an abelian scheme over a curve and its fibers
are k copies of elliptic curves. Its harmonic forms decompose by the Leray-
Serre spectral sequence relative to the base curve HP = E H',P-' a=(0,1,2).
If we choose b which is prime to the discriminant of the order (denoted by d)
and any prime p which does not divide b d we can define Hecke correspon-
dences T(p) and T(pp) which act on V and have eigenvalues p(p + 1) and p
respectively on H','. Now V is also an abelian scheme and therefore we can
look at CHO' V). By compatibility of the eigenvector decomposition with the
Lerray-Serre spectral sequence we see that such elements must map to Ho 2
under the class map. Also one sees that each such cohomology class has at
most one eigenvector maping to it. The rationally defined ample line bun-
dle of V must map nontrivially to Ho 2 and the Fourier decomposition will
now provide us with a rational cycle p in CH01(V). Since T(p) and T(pp)
commute with [n] by uniqueness of eigenvectors and the action of T(p) and
T(pp) on Ho 2 we conclude that p is an eigenvector for these Hecke oper-
ators in CH'(V). The eigenvalues are bigger than I so the assumptions of
theorem 3 hold. Unfortunately V does not have good reduction everywhere
so we only obtain cannonical elements over an open set of spec(Z). One can
show that harmonic forms on V are closed under [n]* and therefore V also
has a Fourier transform whose properties are currently being studied.
Remark: We should still be able to obtain canonical heights from these canon-
ical elements by avoiding the bad fibers using moving lemma's for divisors
and choosing canonical representatives that satisfy the eigen vector condition
without the help of multiplication by bad primes which are invertible over
the open set.
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